Comparative sentences in online reviews express substantial information that are of concern to customers and attract increasing attention from manufacturers and service providers. At present studies of Chinese Comparative Sentence Identification are based on Pattern Matching and Supervised Machine Learning Algorithm, in which its performance requires further improvement. Therefore, the present analysis aims to further identify the candidate sets of comparative sentences by unsupervised sentiment analysis, and then improve mining performance. First, we constructed a Chinese comparative pattern set, which was used to extract candidate comparative sentences from the corpus of online products reviews. Moreover, we set the score for the candidate sentences using sentiment analysis technique. The experiment determined the threshold of positive and negative affective means, ranging from 0 to 0.03. Experimental results on Chinese customer reviews show that the final F-score value increased to 87.54%. In addition, a significant difference was set at the 0.01 level, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the technique. The proposed unsupervised method is suitable for the changeable and the large quantity of network review mining. This study does not only meet the need to generalize across different products and various data sizes but also improves the performance in terms of identifying comparative sentences.
Introduction
With the rapid development of e-commerce, online reviews are being recognized as word-of-mouth. According to the social commerce statistics of Kelton Research/Bazaarvoice, 83% of customers believed that reading user-generated content before making a decision is important in banking and other financial services [1] . Comparative sentences are commonly used in online product reviews to compare product evaluation with other products and thereby convey information that customers are concerned about. By comparing online product reviews, customers may find which product is better; thus, the comparative information has important reference value for decision-making of some potential customers and investors [2] . Product comparisons are not only useful for customers but also enable product manufacturers to improve their products and services.
In recent years, some studies have focused on automatically identifying sentences with comparative meanings by using linguistics, natural language processing, data mining, and other technologies. Relevant studies mainly use two different methods: machine learning and pattern matching method [3] . However, its performance still requires further improvement, and previous research has not performed sentiment analysis in the identification of comparative sentences. Product reviews reveal customers' "Satisfaction" or "Dissatisfaction," and most of the comparative results are stated in adjectives, which accurately reflect the emotions of customers. Thus, this study performs sentiment analysis to establish a scoring system of sentiment orientation, which will further identify comparative sentences.
State of the Art

Comparative sentences identification
As a special kind of sentence, comparative sentences have attracted the attention of some linguists. Shu Xiang pointed out that the comparative relationship between different objects must have similar and dissimilar parts, which highlighted the core of comparison [4] . Some researchers currently focus on the automatic identification of comparative sentences and the extraction of comparative relations. The Fourth Chinese Opinion Analysis Evaluation Conference (COAE2012) revealed that comparative sentence identification and factor extraction include two subtasks. In Sub-task 1, comparative sentences are identified from a given sentence set. In Sub-task 2 (optional), the corresponding comparative entities and the corresponding sentiment orientation are extracted from the comparative sentences.
Most studies on the identification of comparative sentences in the English language have combined the pattern matching and machine learning techniques [5] , [6] , [7] . N Jindal et al. used pattern discovery and supervised machine learning to identify English comparative sentences in which SVM and CSR were used to identify comparative sentences [5] , and LSR was used to extract the comparative elements [7] . Comparative sentence identification results had 79% and 81% precision and recall rate, respectively. Some studies also used machine learning method to carry out experiments [8] , [9] . Saritha et al. [10] [4] , [11] and presented the characteristics of comparative sentences. They discussed comparative linguistic features and statistical characteristics that serve as the basis of linguistics in identifying comparative sentences. Two kinds of research directions in the identification of Chinese comparative sentences exist. One method involves comparing words and patterns, and another adopts machine learning technology to identify sentences.
Based on the comparison of words and patterns, Rui et al. [12] developed a Chinese comparison pattern database for identifying comparative sentences. The identification of Chinese comparative sentences was carried out by the comparison of pattern, and the results reached 78.47% and 79.2% of the F-score values, respectively. Subsequent studies proposed a rule-based comparative sentence identification technology based on comparison pattern [13] , [14] , in which the performance was significantly improved. Pattern matching is an unsupervised learning method, which depends on the database used [15] . Other researchers used supervised machine learning technology in identifying comparative sentences [11] , [16] . Comparing pattern matching and machine learning, Wei et al. [15] used the SVM model to classify comparative sentences based on the key words, terms, sequence patterns and other features; the model had up to 87.26% of the F-score value.
The performance of the current research in identifying Chinese comparative sentences requires further improvement. The identification of comparative sentences will significantly affect the review mining process. The product review reflects customers' evaluation, which reflects many consumers' emotions. Therefore, this study considers sentimental factors in comparative sentence identification, which implies that we combine the semantic factor and the comparative model to further improve the performance of identifying comparative sentences based on previous research.
Sentiment analysis
Sentiment analysis technology currently involves machine learning and sentiment analysis [17] .
Thus far, most studies used a sentiment dictionary to perform semantics-based sentiment analysis. The sentiment orientation of single sentences and paragraphs were calculated according to the sentiment orientations of the words and was extended to the sentiment orientation of entire articles. The development of an effective sentiment dictionary is the key to the application of the lexicon method in sentiment analysis. The sentiment analysis based on machine learning transforms the sentiment analysis of text into the problem of text classification. It describes the text by expressing the subjective feature of the text, and uses the classical classification method to evaluate the text's sentiment orientation. The key to evaluating the sentiment orientation is to accurately provide the training set and to characterize the text that contains the sentiment orientation.
Several researchers in the English field used the sentiment dictionary to achieve unsupervised or unrequired manual annotation of the training data [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] . In addition, Turney et al. [22] proposed a technology combining Pointwise Mutual Information and Information Retrieval to obtain semantic tendency information through the background database of the search engine. The technology based on machine learning is widely used nowadays [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] . Furthermore, Pang [26] was the first to apply supervised machine learning to sentiment analysis. He compared the results of SVM, Naive Bayesian, and Maximum Entropy in sentiment analysis, and then classified the film reviews in which the precision reached 87.5%.
Most researchers in the Chinese field used the General Inquirer dictionary and HowNet to study sentiment orientation [23] , [24] . Based on machine learning, we usually used SVM, Naïve Bayesian, and N-Gram three machine learning algorithms to analyze the sentiment orientation [29] . Moreover, some researchers integrated sentiment dictionary and machine learning [25] , [30] . Linhong et al. [30] calculated the value of similarity between the possible synonyms and the unknown vocabulary using the semantic similarity formula, from which they obtained the value of sentiment orientation of the vocabulary. Finally they used the SVM to analyze the sentiment orientation of the text.
The researches on the identification of comparative sentence have achieved certain developments, but the performance still needs to be further improved. Although machine learning technology can improve the accuracy, the training examples for each application area need to be manually annotated, which implies plenty of manual work. Some of the most efficient machine learning algorithms, such as SVM and CRF, are unable to produce easily comprehensible results [32] . Moreover, when the classifier is used in other fields, the accuracy of the classification significantly decreases. [33] . For flexible and changeable online reviews, this exploration considers the use of semisupervised or unsupervised technology to identify comparative sentences. Comparative sentences in customer reviews often contain many sentiment factors, and the results of existing studies on sentiment analysis have achieved high accuracy. Thus, this study used technology based on sentiment dictionary to identify comparative sentences from candidate sentences. We used HowNet (CNKI) and Chinese Sentiment Dictionary of Taiwan University as the basic dictionary, and manually added a professional dictionary belonging to the field of Chinese product reviews. We searched the sentiment words, the degree of words, and the negative words in the clauses. The sentiment scores of the candidate sentences were calculated by these words. Finally, we set a threshold to further filter non-comparative sentences with weak sentiment orientation. Through this method, the performance in identifying Chinese comparative sentences was improved.
The rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the method for constructing matching pattern database and sentiment analysis, and experiments are carried out to determine the threshold of sentiment orientation. Experimental results and the significance test are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study and discusses directions for future research.
3.Methodology
Construction of comparative sentence pattern database
In this study, we referred to relevant research. Five models, namely, A_C, T_C, S_C, N_C, and H_C were developed from the comparative sentences of manual annotation. We extended and further extracted according to the style of Chinese product reviews. After screening and sorting out, the comparative pattern matching database was constructed and stored in the form of an XML document.
The specific pattern is as follows:
(1) A_C PATTERN Examples of patterns:
This pattern deals with common comparative sentences. In this pattern, we classified comparative sentences into equal ratio and different ratio. Generally, the comparison subject, comparison object, and comparison result of this model are evident. The comparison subject is sometimes omitted, but the comparison subject is evident and easy to distinguish. Pronouns can be generally used as replacements. In previous studies, the comparative sentences of this pattern type were easily overlooked, and the feature words with no clear or relatively stable concentration tended to be neglected. The comparison result of time displacement in non-product review mining is difficult to highlight. In this exploration, the establishment of T_C pattern can be used in product mining, which can obtain valuable information. This pattern corresponds to the "very" category in the classification system of Jianzhong. It refers to the main attributes of the comparison subject in a certain range, which is either best or worst. Comparison of standards of this kind of pattern is often more implied and also brings substantial noise. In Chinese, "with" or "no" constitutes a comparative sentence. These comparative sentences also play an important role in the excavation of Chinese product reviews.
We expanded the pattern database using the five models presented. According to the product reviews text crawled, 40 matching patterns are available for manual annotation. Given that only a class of cosmetics products is marked and the Chinese expression is flexible and changing, the current size of our matching database need to be further expanded. It can be extended to other fields, which future work can extend.
In most cases, an inverse relationship is observed between precision and recall, often by adding one, at the expense of the other. To determine whether performance is increasing or decreasing, the two metrics should be combined into a single metric. The F-score value can be used for measurement [34] . Thus, we have Formulas (1), (2), and (3):
number of extracted comparative sentences Precision= number of extracted sentences
Recall= number of extracted comparative sentences number of comparatives sentences (2)
Sentiment analysis of comparative sentences
Through sentiment analysis, the comparative sentences identified by the pattern matching database are subjected to secondary filtering. The process of Sent_Score [4] based on the sentiment dictionary scoring system is shown in Figure 1 .
Step 1: We used HowNet (CNKI) and Chinese Sentiment Dictionary of Taiwan University as the basic dictionary, and then manually added a professional dictionary belonging to the field of Chinese product reviews (Table 1) . Therefore, positive sentiment dictionary and negative sentiment dictionary were developed. The sentiment words of each candidate comparative sentence were identified using these dictionaries, and the positive or negative position was recorded.
Step 2: When a sentiment word was identified, the degree word was searched from the sentiment word forward. The search ceased when the degree word was identified. A different weight was set for each degree word. The weight of a degree word was multiplied with the sentiment value. Step 3: The negative words were searched from the sentiment word forward. When the number of all negative words was odd, it was multiplied by −1. When it was even, it was multiplied by 1.
Step 4: The sentiment value of all the clauses in a review was calculated. We assigned the positive sentiment value to A, and assigned the negative sentiment value to B. Let C be the positive sentiment mean, and let D be the negative sentiment mean. The positive affective variance E and negative affective variance F of each review can be calculated by the clauses.
Step 5: The candidate comparison sentences were secondarily filtered, that is, the candidate comparison sentences were further filtered by setting the threshold value. 
T-test to assess the significance
We conducted T-test to demonstrate the effectiveness of this technology. If the two results are close to each other, then the results of this study are significantly higher, or the gap is not obvious; thus, we can further verify the effectiveness of the technology [2] . We used two ratios to calculate the T-value using Formula (4) .
Among them:
Significance of p and π --Non-significant,|t |< t 0.05 (n − 2) Significant,t 0.05 (n) <|t |< t 0.01 (n − 2) Extremely significant,|t |> t 0.01 (n − 2)
Experiment 3.4.1 Data Sources
The experiments were conducted using cosmetic product reviews because such reviews tend to have many relative components. We searched and downloaded 1,210 text reviews from the Chinese Amazon.com about Pechoin, Olay, L'Oreal as the three brands in the product reviews. Four human coders were recruited to independently extract comparative sentences from these online reviews. We developed a set of corpus that can cover the comparative sentences in all of these reviews.
Corpus pretreatment
At first, we separated each sentence for all the test data. To ensure that follow-up research was based on sentences, this study used the period, exclamation point, question mark, and any combination of the three as a separator for commentary sentence processing. The number of corpus changed for this step is shown in Table 2 . In the second step, we used the Chinese word segmentation tool ICTCLAS (Chinese lexical analysis system of institute of computing technology) to perform word segmentation and POS tagging The experimental data to be filtered were then obtained. Each sentence was stored separately, with its file name as the main code, as the only identification of the follow-up operation. The exploration also excluded the non-punctuation separator reviews text and blank short text. The non-standard review format was provided for the pruning process. For example, no rules were established on continuous space as a statement of the separation; comments only had modal particles, particles, and so on. These sentences account for a small proportion, and its research is meaningless after removal does not affect the follow-up experimental results. Table 3 shows examples of POS tag types of the ICTCLAS Chinese word segmentation tool. 
Filtering of Comparison Sentences
We read the content of each review to be filtered as Content In sentiment analysis system Sent_Score, we found the effect of threshold settings on the F-score value of roughly the trend as shown in Figure 2 .
The threshold of the absolute value of C and D difference was set to [0,0.03], and the threshold of A and B values was set to [0.25, + ∞] in the experiment. Sent_Score system was used to evaluate the scores of the comparative sentences and select according to the requirements.
Experimental flow chart
The experiment flow of this study is shown in Figure 3 .
Download review corpus
Preprocessing of review corpus 
Results of secondary filtering of sentiment analysis
The Sent_Score system is used to evaluate the sentimental degree of the candidate set. The results of the secondary filtering according to the sentiment score are shown in Table  5 . Our experiment results confirm that the precision has improved significantly after performing sentiment analysis based on the filtering results in the first step. Although the recall rate will be decreased, the F-score value is generally increased. This method improves the performance in identifying comparative sentences.
Results of this study and other experimental result soft he comparison
For the Chinese product reviews, the technology proposed in this study is compared with the results of other two studies. The analysis is based on the F-score value to comprehensively evaluate the results. Table 6 shows that the F-score value of this study is higher than that of Rui [13] , which is similar to the result of Gao Hui [17] based on machine learning. To a certain extent, machine learning generally performs well [16] . However, supervised machine learning requires review data with proper annotation to build classification models, which is not suitable for the diversification, individuation, and huge amount of network reviews, which will be affected or will require considerable effort. In this study, the use of pattern matching can be better applied to the text of this type of network review.
Empirical evaluation using T-test showed its effectiveness as compared with the results in the study of Rui [13] . In this experiment, the n of precision is the number of all comparative sentences identified, and the n of recall is the number of comparative sentences manual annotation. The average degree of freedom is n-2, and n is the sum of the three product reviews. T-test results are shown in Tables  7 and 8 . The overall data experimental results reveal that this approach and Rui's experimental results on precision were not significantly different. However, the recall value yielded a noticeable performance gain. The data indicate that our recall value was better than that of Rui S. The results show that the approach proposed in this study has better comprehensive performance and effectivity.
Conclusions
To further improve the performance of Chinese comparative sentence identification, this study considered sentiment factors in texts. We proposed a technology of integrating unsupervised sentiment analysis with comparative sentence pattern filtering, and verified the validity of the approach. Finally, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1)The recall of this approach is significantly higher than the other experimental results, that is, the establishment of this pattern set is correct and efficient.
(2)This study considers that sentiment factors improve the performance of mining results. Although in the experiment the recall decreased. However, the F-score value increased to a certain degree. T-test between the results of this approach and other approaches show that the results are significant at the 0.01 level, indicating that our approach for Chinese Comparative Sentence Identification is effective.
This study performed the unsupervised sentiment analysis to further identify the candidate sets of comparative sentences, which not only improved the mining performance but was also suitable for flexible and changeable network reviews. Extracting such comparative information can help customers make sensible purchasing decisions and help businesses in their product benchmarking efforts. The proposed method has practical significance. Our future work will extend the set of Chinese comparative sentence patterns and focus on how the comparative relation and the comparative elements can be extracted.
